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      Congratulations graduates! We would like to
recognize the hard work that the class of 2019 has put
in these past years to achieve their goals and now
move on to dental school. We wish you all the best for
your future!
            Please enjoy this issue of the Dentin concluding
the Spring semester.
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"I also would have taken more

advantage of working with my

dental instructors and picked

their brains more. Dugoni has

the most amazing dental

instructors who work so

closely with all the students.”

   Dr. Yi believes the most

rewarding thing about her job

is the relationships that she is

able to build with people.

    “They become your family,”

Dr. Yi said. Surely, her patients

feel the same about her.able

experience for me.”

   So, we graduate from the

University of the Pacific and Arthur

A. Dugoni School of Dentistry—

what’s next? 

      Dentist Anna Yi was a 4+3 pre-

dental student who attended the

University of the Pacific and Arthur

A. Dugoni School of Dentistry, and

fortunately, she has the answers.

Dr. Yi has practiced dentistry for 13

years and is a member of the

American Dental Association

(ADA), California Dental

Association (CDA), Santa Clara

County Dental Society, and the

Alameda County Dental Society.

She now runs Fremont Family

Smiles, a successful and well-

decorated dental office in Fremont,

California. 

      At the office, Dr. Yi likes to start

her workday with a team huddle,

involving her entire staff.

      “We go over our goals, review

our patients for the day and listen to

any other things anyone would like

to add,” Dr. Yi said. “We like to end

with a positive quote, and then we

rock through the day.”

      The most common procedures

Dr. Yi does are restorations such as

crowns, implant crowns and

fillings. She also performs hygiene

checks. Throughout it all, Dr. Yi

never forgets to educate and treat

her patients with love and care. Dr.

Yi and her staff take their time to

make their patients comfortable,

answer all of their questions, and

hand them a goodie bag on their

way out. 

 

 

Written by Kim Lam

A Pearly White Future

 

     “I learn something new every

day,” Dr. Yi said. “It is quite

exciting to see what works and

what does not work.”

      Dr. Yi is always excited to try

out new things and engage

herself in dentistry. She advises

current pre-dental students to

find a dentist to observe or intern

for, because she was able to learn

so much from her mentor.

      “If I could go back to dental

school, I would have set higher

goals for myself in the clinic, so

that I could have more experience

doing all sorts of procedures,

especially the more challenging

ones,” Dr. Yi said.
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San Joaquin Dental Society:
Give Kids a Smile

Written by Simran Grewal

      The San Joaquin Dental Society hosted the Give Kids a Smile event at the St. Raphael’s Dental

Clinic on February 9th to support the American Dental Association’s 2019 Give Kids A Smile

campaign. At the event, children throughout the San Joaquin County were provided with a variety

of free dental care services including dental screenings, X-rays, cleanings, fillings, extractions,

and root canals. Students at University of the Pacific (UOP) were given the opportunity to

volunteer at this event and assist local dentists in treating patients. 

      Patients first arrived at the St. Mary’s Dining Room, where they were checked in and assigned

a student volunteer to escort them throughout the clinic. Patients were then taken to the dental

screening area, where dentists examined patients to determine what dental treatments needed to be

completed.

      In the dental screening area, a variety of fun, dental-related activities were available for

patients as they waited to be seen by a dentist. Children could interact with UOP students to learn

how to properly brush and floss their teeth, play games with the tooth fairy, or even get their faces

painted!  

     “I was responsible for teaching

children how to properly floss their

teeth,” student volunteer and pre-

dentistry freshman Divya Rallabandi

said. “It was very fun to work with

the kids. They made the day go by

really fast and I was surprised to see

how enthusiastic they were to learn

about dental hygiene.”

      Once there was available space

in the clinic, children were escorted

by a volunteer to the dental clinic.

The clinic was organized into two

sections, one side for hygiene and

the other for treatment. All patients

were first taken to the hygiene side

of the clinic, where dental hygienists

provided cleanings and fluoride

treatments. Patients who required

treatment by the dentists were then

escorted to a waiting room.
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     In the treatment area of the clinic, there were

five available chairs. One of these chairs was

reserved for endodontic treatment, while the

other four were for general treatment. Beginning

from 8 am, the chairs on both the hygiene and

treatment sides of the clinic were completely full.

     “I was amazed by the organization of the

event and the commitment of the volunteers at

the clinic,” pre-dentistry freshman and volunteer

Marcia Kim said. “As a future dentist, I am

inspired and hope to be a part of events like this

in the future.”    

      The 2019 Given Kids a Smile event was

extremely successful and approximately one

hundred patients were examined and treated

throughout the day. Not only were children able

to benefit from the event, but many UOP

students were also able to gain hands-on

experience as they worked alongside the dentists.


